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	** Black & White edition ** VMware vSphere 5 Clustering Technical Deepdive zooms in on three key components of every VMware based infrastructure and is by no means a "how to" guide. It covers the basic steps needed to create a vSphere HA and vSphere DRS cluster and to implement vSphere Storage DRS. Even more important, it explains the concepts and mechanisms behind HA, DRS and Storage DRS which will enable you to make well educated decisions.


	This book will take you in to the trenches of HA, DRS and Storage DRS and will give you the tools to understand and implement e.g. HA admission control policies, DRS resource pools, Datastore Clusters and resource allocation settings. On top of that each section contains basic design principles that can be used for designing, implementing or improving VMware infrastructures and fundamental supporting features like (Storage) vMotion, Storage I/O Control and much more are described in detail for the very first time.


	This book is also the ultimate guide to be prepared for any HA, DRS or Storage DRS related question or case study that might be presented during VMware VCDX, VCP and or VCAP exams. Coverage includes: HA node types HA isolation detection and response HA admission control VM Monitoring HA and DRS integration DRS imbalance algorithm Resource Pools Impact of reservations and limits CPU Resource Scheduling Memory Scheduler DPM Datastore Clusters Storage DRS algorithm Influencing SDRS recommendations Be prepared to dive deep.
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Beginning Visual Basic 6 Database ProgrammingApress, 2003

	Beginning Visual Basic 6 Database Programming introduces you to databases and takes you all the way through to the latest ADO technologies in Visual Basic 6. Step by step, this book will help you to build working database components and applications in Visual Basic. Whether you want to work with databases on your desktop, get access to...
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Pro OpenSSHApress, 2005
SSH, or Secure Shell, is the de facto standard among users and administrators who wish to establish secure communication between disparate networks. This book is authored by a Fortune 100 system administrator, who will provide you with a highly practical reference for configuring and deploying OpenSSH in your own environment.

Some of the...
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Axioms and Hulls (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1992

	A FEW YEARS AGO some students and I were looking at a map that pinpointed the
	locations of about loo cities. We asked ourselves, "Which of these cities are neighbors
	of each other?" We knew intuitively that some pairs of cities were neighbors and others
	were not; we wanted to find a formal mathematical characterization that...
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Century of Graphic Design, A: Graphic Design Pioneers of the 20th CenturyMitchell Beazley, 2001
The twentieth century was a landmark era in graphic design, the art that combines words with graphic images on posters, book and magazine covers, record jackets, billboards, and other print advertising and publicity media. This visually magnificent and factually informative volume tells the story of graphic design, then gives separate illustrated...
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From Business Strategy to IT Action : Right Decisions for a Better Bottom LineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is based on a very simple idea: A company should only spend money
on IT1 that directly supports its business strategy and its operational effectiveness,
and should not spend money on IT that doesn’t. The management team can
control IT budgets and investments, and at the same time improve IT’s bottom-line impact,...
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Ruby on Rails Enterprise Application Development: Plan, Program, ExtendPackt Publishing, 2007
This book for developers familiar with Ruby on Rails who want to develop and roll out small applications deals with a key feature or functional area of a complex, full-scale Rails application in each chapter, from installing Ruby, Rubygems, and Rails on Windows, Linux, or Mac OS X and setting up a Subversion repository, to improving user interfaces...
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